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42 (forty-two) is a natural number that follows 41 and precedes 43. Mathematics Forty-two (42) is a penetrating number and a bountiful number; its main factoring 2 3 7 makes it the second sfonic number, as well as the second of the form (2 x 3 x p). Additional properties of number 42 include: This is the number of classes of isomorphism of all simple and
oriented oriented graphs on 4 vertices. In other words, it is the number of all possible outcomes (in pre-isomorphism) of a tournament consisting of 4 teams, where a game between any pair of teams leads to three possible outcomes: the first team wins, the second wins, or there is a draw. A good example is the group stage of the World Cup. This is the third
primary pseudo-effect number. It's a Catalan number. Therefore, 42 is the number of unrewrthed sections of five elements, the number of heptagon triangulations, the number of rooted orderly binary trees with six leaves, the number of ways in which five pairs of brackets can be organized, etc. This number of sections 10 is the number of ways to express 10
as a sum of positive integrators (note the other sense of section from above). 3-× 3 × 3 magic cube with summing up to 42 rows. Considering 27 cubes of the same size, whose nominal values progress from 1 to 27, 3 × 3 × 3 magic cube can be built so that each row, column and corridor, and each diagonal passing through the center, consists of 3 numbers,
the sum of which is 42. This is the third pentadegonal number. This is the average number and the open average. 42 is the only known value, which is the number of sets of four different positive integrators a, b, c, d, each less than the value itself, so that ab q cd, ac q bd and ad - BC - are multiples of values. Whether there are other values remains an open
question. 42 is the ideal number (super multi-multiperfect) because no2 (n) - σ (σ (n) - × × 6n. 5 × 65837): And the sum of its numbers (4 x 9, 3, 7, 7 and 7, 5), and the sum of the numbers in its main factors (3 x 5 and 5) lead to 42. The size of borel subalgebra in the exclusive algebra of Lie e6 is 42. 42 is the largest number of n so that there are positive
integers p, q, r with 1 y 1/n 1/p 1/q 1/r 42 is the smallest number of k so that for each surface Riemann C, #Aut (C) ≤ k deg (KC) q (2g No 2) (Hurwitz automorphism theorem) 42 - that's the sum of the first 6 positive even 42 is the last natural number below 100, which can be expressed in the sum of three cubes without representation found: (
8053873812075974 ) 3 80435758145817515 3 No. 12602123297333631 3 (-8053873812075974 {3} {3} {3}) 42 is the number of Harshad in base 10, because the sum of numbers 4 and 2 is 6 (4 x 2 and 6), and 42 is divided into 6. Science 42 is the atomic number of molybdenum. 42 is the atomic mass of one of the natural stable calcium isotopes. The angle
is rounded to whole degrees, for which there is a rainbow (critical angle). In 1966, mathematician Paul Cooper stated that the fastest and most efficient way to travel across continents would be to have a straight hollow tube directly across the Earth connecting a set of antipodes, removing air from a tube and abyss. The first half of the path consists of
accelerating free fall, while the second half consists of an exactly equal slowdown. The time for such a journey is 42 minutes. Even if the tube does not pass through the exact center of the Earth, the travel time is powered entirely by gravity (known as a gravitational train) always running to be 42 minutes, as long as the tube remains friction-free, as while
gravity will be reduced, the distance traveled decreases at an equal speed. (The same idea was proposed, without the calculation by Lewis Carroll in 1893 in Sylvie and Bruno Commock. 11 ) Now we know that this is not the case, and it only takes about 38 minutes. According to babylonians, for 79 years Mars revolves around the Sun almost exactly 42
times. The hypothetical efficiency of mass-energy conversion, according to E'mc2, in the presence of this mass orbit of a rotating black hole is 42%, which is the highest efficiency known for modern physics. Technology Magic numbers used by programmers: In TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), the second 16-bit word of each file is 42, an arbitrary but
carefully selected number that even more identifies the file as a TIFF file. In the file system, reiser44 42 is the root catalogue inode number. In the military data recorder standard IRIG 106 Chapter 10 hex464F5555555974776F (ASCII FORTYtwo) is used as a magic number to identify catalog blocks. The GNU C Library, a set of standard procedures available
for use in computer programming, contains a function -memfrob()-which combines XOR of this variable and binary template 00101010 (42) as an XOR cipher. The tile of the plane using regular hexagons, which is honeycomb in appearance, approaches in a topological sense with an accuracy of more than 1% using a stretcher bond brick pattern with bricks
of 42 squares (6 by 7). The default password expiration policy for the Microsoft Windows domain is 42 days by default. Code ASCII 42 for the asterisk symbol, being a wildcard for everything. Astronomy Messier object M42, magnitude 5.0 diffuse nebula in orion constellation, also known as the Orion Nebula. The new general catalog of the object NGC 42, a
spiral galaxy in the constellation Pegasus. In January 2004, the asteroid 2001 DA42 was given the permanent name 25924 Douglasadams, for author Douglas Adams, who popularized the number 42 and died in 2001. Brian G. Marsden, director of the Small Planet Center and secretary of the naming committee, remarked that, even with his initials in the pre-
designation, it was kind of done for him, wasn't it?. Kepler-42, a red dwarf in the constellation Cygnus, is home to the three smallest exoplanets found to date. 42 Isis, a large asteroid of the main belt with a diameter of about 100 km. Religion of western religions of Ancient Egypt: For most of the pharaohs of Egyptian history, the empire was divided into 42
noms. The ancient Egyptian religion and mythological structure often model this terrestrial structure. 42 parts of Osiris's body: In some traditions of the myth of Osiris, Seth kills Osiris and distributes 42 body parts throughout Egypt. (In others, the number fourteen and sixteen). 42 books in the main library: Clement of Alexandria claims that the Egyptian
Temple Library is divided into 42 absolutely necessary books that made up the main library. 36 contain the entire philosophy of the Egyptians, which are remembered by priests. While the other 6, learned Pastophoroi (image-carriers). (36 is a sacred number in Egyptian thought associated with time, in particular, thirty-six stars of the dean and thirty-six, 10-
day weeks in the Egyptian year 20. 42 books were not canonized as the Jewish Bible; they only supported and never replaced the temple ritual. Thus, the destruction of Egyptian temples and the cessation of rituals put an end to Egyptian cultural continuity. 42 Negative Confessions: In Egyptian mythology, there are 42 questions posed to individuals who go
through Death. Maat, a female personification considered to be both maternal and delivered force, is an ancient Egyptian embodiment of physical and moral law, order and truth. In the courtroom scene described in the Egyptian and Book of the Pass (The Book of the Dead, which evolved from the texts of the coffin and pyramidal texts), there are 42 questions
describing Maat's analysis. If the departed reasonably can give answers to 42 questions, they have the potential to be either reincarnated, or in case of complete success, to achieve the ultimate goal of becoming a star in which, they can continue to give light, and fuel Universal growth. These 42 questions correspond to 42 negative confessions from funny
texts such as Ani papyrus. There are 42 Exodus Stations, which are places visited by Israelis after their exodus from Egypt, recorded in number 33, with variations also recorded in the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy. 42 is the number with which God creates the universe Kabbalistic tradition. In Kabbalah, the most significant name is the name En Sof
(also known as Ein Sof, Infinite or Infinite), which is located above Sephiroth (sometimes spelled Sephiroth). The 42-letter name contains four combined names, which are written in Hebrew letters (written letters and 42 letters), which is the name of Azilut (or Aticut Emanation). Although there is an obvious connection between the Forty two-letter name of the
Babylonian Talmud and the Kabbalah Forty two-letter name, they are probably not identical due to Kabbalah's emphasis on numbers. Kabbalah also contains a 45-letter name and a seventy-two-letter name. The number 42 appears in various contexts of Christianity. There are 42 generations (names) in Matthew's Gospel version of the genealogy of Jesus;
prophecy that for 42 months the Beast will hold power over the Earth (Revelation 13:5); Forty-two people of Beth Azmavet were counted in the Israeli census on their return from exile (Ezra 2:24); God sent bears to the mole of 42 teenagers who mocked Elisha for his baldness (2 kings 2:23), etc. in Judaism number (in the Babylonian Talmud, compiled 375
AD to 499 AD) Forty-two letter name is attributed to God. Rab (or Rabchs), a 3rd-century source in the Talmud, stated, Forty-two literal names are entrusted only to him, who is pious, meek, middle-aged, free from bad temper, sober, and not insistent on his rights. Source: Talmud Kiddusin 71a, translation by Rabbi Dr. I. Epstein. Maimonides felt that the
original Talmudic Forty-Two Letter Name may have consisted of several combined divine names, Maimonides Moreh. The apparently unpronounceable tetragrammaton serves as the background of the Twelve-letter name and the forty-two-letter name of the Talmud. In Judaism, according to some traditions, the Torah scroll is written with no less than 42 lines
on a column based on Israel's travels. Currently, 42 lines are the most common standard, but different traditions remain in use (see Sefer Toru). The Gutenberg Bible is also known as the 42nd line of the Bible because the book contained 42 lines per page. Forty-two articles (1552), mostly by Thomas Cranmer, were intended to generalize Anglican doctrine,
as it existed today during the reign of Edward VI. The sutra of forty-two sections is a Buddhist scripture. Popular Culture Hitchhiker's Galaxy Answer to the final question of life, the universe, and all. Number 42, in The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams, the answer to the final question of life, the universe and everything, is calculated by a
huge supercomputer called Deep Thought for 7.5 million years. no one knows what the question is. Thus, to calculate Ultimate Question, a special computer the size of a small planet was built from organic components and named Earth. The final question What do you get when you multiply six by nine was found by Arthur Dent and Ford Prefect in the
second book of the series, Restaurant at the End of the Universe. This appeared first in the radio game, and then in the novelization of Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. The fact that Adams called episodes of the radio game fits, the same archaic name for the chapter or section used by Lewis Carroll in The Hunt for Snark, suggests that Adams was
influenced by Carroll's fascination with and the frequent use of the number. The fourth book in the series, the novel So Long, and thanks for all the fish, contains 42 chapters. According to the novel Mostly harmless, 42 is the address of Stavromula Beta Street. In 1994, Adams created 42 Puzzles, a game based on number 42. Book 42: Douglas Adams's
Amazing Response to Life, the Universe and Everything (2011) examines Adams' choice of number 42 and contains a collection of some examples of quantity in science, popular culture and humor. The works of Lewis Carroll Lewis Carroll, who was a mathematician, repeatedly used this number in his writings. Examples of Carroll's Use 42: Alice's
Adventures in Wonderland has 42 illustrations. Alice's attempts to multiply (chapter two Alice in Wonderland) work if you use base 18 to write the first answer, and increases the base by three to 21, 24, etc. (answers running up to 4 × 12 and 19 in base 39), but breaks down just when one tries to answer at 4 × 13 in base 42, as a result of what a road to
announce Alice! I'll never get to my 20s at this rate! Rule Forty-two in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (All faces more than a mile high off the court). Rule 42 of the Code in the foreword to The Hunt for Snark (No one should speak to the Man at the helm). In the fit first Hunt for Snark Baker was forty-two boxes, all carefully packaged, with his name painted
clearly on each. The white queen declares her age one hundred, five months and a day that, if the best possible date is supposed to be for action through zamodre (for example, the date is chosen in such a way that the postponement from February to March is excluded from what would otherwise be an inaccurate measurement of five months and a day)
gives a total of 37,044 days. If the Red queen, as part of the same chess set, is regarded as the same age, their cumulative age is 74,088 days, or 42 × 42 × 42. Music 42 Dugg - American rapper. Level 42 is an English pop band. 42 is one of the tracks on Coldplay's 2008 album Viva la Vida or Death and All His Friends. Channel 42 is an electronic song by
deadmau5 featuring Wolfgang Gartner. he appears on the 2012 deadmau5 album Album Title Goes 42 is a song from the band's 2018 album Delta by Mumford and Sons. 42 is a song written and produced by hip-hop and produced by the 3Racha trio, which includes Bang Chan, Han Jisung and So Changbin from the popular k-pop band Stray Kids. The lyric
in this song reads: Why do we live? What is the purpose? Is it 42? Stop talking nonsense, which directly refers to Hitchhiker's Hitchhiker's Galaxy definition 42. 42 is a song from the 2019 album Don't Panic from the progressive rock band Sis. The album is a partial concept album based on Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. 42 is a song by The Disco Biscuits.
The statutory gold price has been steady at $42 per fine troy ounce since 1973. Kumara's television and film number 42 is a British comedy television series. 42 - Episode of Doctor Who, set in real time lasting about 42 minutes. On the Game Show Jeopardy!, the Watson supercomputer IBM has 42 strands in its avatar. 42 is a film about the life of American
baseball player Jackie Robinson. Captain Harlock was sometimes seen wearing clothes with the number 42. In season 4 of Stargate Atlantis, Colonel Sheppard claims that Dr. McKay's password ends at 42 because it is the final answer to the great question of life, the universe and everything else. In Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, the Pasaana Ancestor
Festival is held every 42 years. The film itself was released in 2019, 42 years after the original 1977 Star Wars film. In a whole series of rather meaningless coincidences, 2019 is the same year that 42 of them were found to be the last possible natural number below 100, expressed in a total of three cubes. In the TV show Lost, 42 is one of the numbers used
throughout the show for some of its mysteries. In Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within, a 2001 computer sci-fi film, New York is Barrier City #42 in Pacific Rim, the American sci-fi film of 2013, when Jaeger pilot Raleigh Beckett arrives at Hong Kong's Shatterdome, the hangar door number is 42. In the TV show X-Files, Fox Mulder's apartment number is 42. Video
Game 42 Entertainment is the company responsible for several alternative reality games, including I Love Bees, Year zero, and Why So Seriously. Tokyo 42 is a video game released in 2017. Squadron 42 is a video game installed in the Star Citizen Universe with an unspecified release date. Jackie Robinson's sport in his now-retired number 42 jersey jersey
number Jackie Robinson, who is the only number retired of all Major League Baseball teams. Although the number was retired in 1997, Mariano Rivera of the New York Yankees, the last professional baseball player who wore the number 42, continued to wear it until he retired at the end of the 2013 season. As the 2014 season, no always again will not wear
the number 42 in Major League Baseball except at the bottom of Jackie Robinson (April 15), when when uniformed staff (players, managers, coaches and referees) wear the number. The number of laws of cricket. Rule 42 is the historical name of the Gaelic Athletic Association (now codified in Rule 5.1 and Rule 44), which in practice prohibits playing foreign
sports (usually association football and rugby codes) in the GAA. Architecture Architects Rockefeller Center in New York worked daily in the Grabar building, where on the twenty-fifth floor, one huge editorial room contained forty-two identical drawing boards, each the size of a six-seater dining table; another room was sheltered by twelve other people, and
fourteen others stood near the offices of directors at the top of the circular iron staircase connecting 25 to 26 people. The Rockefeller Center, New York, has a total of forty-two elevators in five separate banks that transport tenants and visitors to sixty-six floors. Comic Miles Morales was bitten by a spider at number 42, making him Spider-Man. Later this
number was largely mentioned in the film Spider-Man: Spider-Verse. The use of 42 in the franchise links Jackie Robinson to the use of the number, although many fans mistakenly believed it was Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy Links. Other no.42 fields are the historic country of choice for the former country of Czechoslovakia. There are 42 U.S. gallons in
barrel oil. 42 is the number of the French department of the Loire. This number is also reflected in the postcode of this area. Tower 42 is a skyscraper in the City of London, formerly known as NatWest Tower. 42nd Street in New York city is the main and very popular two-year highway. Attractions on it include the Chrysler Building, grand central terminal, the
main branch of the New York Public Library, and Times Square. United Nations headquarters are located on the east side of the street. New York Street is also the setting for the film of the same name (which also gave fame to its eponymous title track), and which later inspired a musical adaptation, 42nd Street. 42 is the inspiration for the title 42 Center of
Excellence for Artificial Intelligence, based in Vienna, Austria. 42 is the name of a private computer science school with campuses located in Paris, France, and Fremonte, California. 42 in Chinese reads Sa Er, which is very close to she (是啊), and that means yes. It was once popular among young Chinese to send 42 in a short message, which means yes.
Citation is necessary 42 is the sum of the numbers on a pair of bones. Translation of other languages Afrikaans twee-en-veertig Albanian dyzetedy Arabic نوعبرأ نانثإ و   (ʾithnān wa ʾarbaʿūn) Basque berrogeita bi Bangla biyallis ৪২ িবয়াি শ Belarusian (sorak dva) Bosnian zenith (zetiridset y-Two) quarantine Catalan Chinese 四⼗⼆ (肆拾贰) (Suresh) Chuvash
хĕрĕх иккĕ (xĕrĕx ikkĕ IIXXXX) četrdeset dva Czech čtyřicet dva Danish toogfyrre Dhivehi Saalhees Dheyh Dutch tweeënveertig Esperanto kvardek du Estonian nelikümmend kaks Finnish neljäkymmentäkaksi Filipino apatnapu't dalawa French quarante-deux West Frisian twaenfjirtich Galician corenta e dous Georgian ორმოცდაორი (ormocdaori) German
zweiundvierzig Greek σαράντα δύο (saránta dýo) Gujarati betalis Hebrew םייתשו םיעברא   (arbayim u-shtayim) Hindi बयालीस, ४२ (bayālīs) Hungarian negyvenkettő Icelandic fjörutíu og tveir Indonesian empat puluh dua Irish daichead a dó Italian quarantadue Japanese 四⼗⼆ (よんじゅうに) (yonjūni) Kazakh қырық екі (qırıq eki) Korean 사십이 / 마흔둘
(sasibi/maheundul) Kannada ನಲವತು ಎರಡು (nalavatthu eradu) Latvian četrdesmit divi Livonian nēļakimdõ kakš Lithuanian keturiasdešimt du Lojban vore Luxembourgish zweeavéierzeg Macedonian четириесет и два (četirieset i dva) Malayalam നാ ിര  Maltese tnejn u erbgħin Māori whā tekau ma rua Marathi bechalis Mongolian дөчин хоёр (döchin
khoyor) Norwegian førtito Pashto تېول هود   Persian ود لهچ و   (chehel o du) Polish czterdzieści dwa Portuguese quarenta e dois Romanian patruzeci și doi Russian сорок два (sorok dva) Serbian четрдесет два (četrdeset dva) Shona Makumi Mana nemaviri Sinhala හත  ෙදක (hathalis deka) Slovenian dvain'tirideset Slovak štyridsaťdva Somali lab aio
afartan Spanish cuarenta y dos Swedish fyrtiotv athyl apatnapu't dalawa Tamil நா ப ர  (narpatti erru) Telugu నల ౖ ం  (nalabai rendu) Thai สี่สิบสอง Turkish kirk yw Ukrainian (sorok dva) urdu سیلایب  (bayals) Vietnamese bốn mươi hi volapik foldegtel Welsh pedwar deg dau / dau-ar-ddeugain yoruba mejilelogoji See also List of motorways pro number
42 References: Slon, N. J.D. A. (a.k.a. A002378) (oblong(or industrial, penetrating or heterometric) numbers. The A054377 Sequence (primary pseudo-defect number). (A000108) Online encyclopedia integer sequences. The A051867 (15th (or Pentagonal) number is an online encyclopedia of integer sequences mathpages.com. (A019283 (sigma_m (n) is the
result of the application of the sum-of-divisors function times to n; ... (m,k)-perfect if ...; sequence gives (2,6)-perfect numbers.). An online encyclopedia of integer sequences. OEIS Foundation. a b Houston, Robin (September 6, 2019). 42 is the answer to the question: What is (-8053873812075974)3 No 804357581458175153 ? 126021232973356313?.
Aperiodical. Paul W. Cooper (1966). Through the Earth in forty minutes. American Journal of Physics. 34 (1): :1966AmJPh.. 34...68C. two:10.1119/1.1972773. two:10.1119/1.1972773. Everywhere in 42 minutes. It's time. February 11, 1966. Archive from the original on May 12, 2008. Received 2008-05-18. Jumping to 7,965 miles of deep pit. Archive from the
original on June 2, 2008. Received 2008-05-18. Carroll, Lewis (December 29, 1893). Chapter 7. Sylvie and Bruno Concluded. 2. Illustrated by Harry Furniss. Great Britain: Macmillan and Co. Each railway is in a long tunnel, quite straight: so, of course, the middle of it is closer to the center of the globe than the two ends: so that each train passes halfway
down the slope, and it gives it enough strength to run the other half of the hill. Powell, Martin J. Ancient astronomy and the naked eye of planets. Eternal gadgets. MS. received on January 6, 2018. Cotter, Garrett (2012). Lecture on High Energy Astrophysics (PDF). Astrophysics Faculty of Physics at the University of Oxford. Lee Middleton; Jayanti Sivaswami
(2002). Framework for practical hexagonal image processing. Electronic Image Journal. 11 (104): 104. Bibkod:2002JEI.... 11..104M. doi:10.1117/1.1426078. The maximum age of passwords. Microsoft TechNet. Received on January 15, 2014. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in
modern European cultural and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location 195. ISBN 978-0299225544. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle
Location 576. ISBN 978-0299225544. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location 1364. ISBN 978-0299225544. Clement of Alexandria (1885). Book VI:IV. In Roberts, Alexander;
James, sir; Cox, Arthur (Stromata, or Various (Kindle ed.). p. Kindle Location 11498. Asman, Jan .2008). ISBN 978-0299225544. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location
1418. ISBN 978-0299225544. Joel Primack; Nancy E. Abrams. In the beginning... The quantum cosmology and Kabbalah (PDF). Received 2008-03-14. Ganzfried, R. Solomon (1902). רפוסה תסק   (in Hebrew and English). Translated by Friendman, Jen. Bardeev: רעיילב ריאמ  ףסוי  סופד  . It is customary to have at least 48 lines representing Israel's travel, and
some say at least 42, because of what made in the Sinai Desert in Kadesh. In addition, we do not have more than 60 lines representing the 60 myriads of Israel that have received the Torah. Joseph Jacobs; Eisenstein, Judas; ., Executive Committee editorial; Blau, Ludwig (1906). SCROLL OF THE LAW (Hebrew, Sefer Torah). Jewish Encyclopedia.
Received on February 12, 2020. (At the moment, forty-two lined speakers are the usual style of the scroll, its length is about 24 inches.) CS1 maint: number names: list of authors (link) - Nia, Brian. Japanese American History: Link from A to I from 1868 to the present. File Facts, Inc., 1993, page 352 - Mathematical Fiction: Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy
(1979). Received on November 30, 2016. See this website for possible explanations for this apparent error. Gill, Peter (February 3, 2011). 42: Douglas Adams' amazingly accurate answer to the life of the universe and all. Guardian. London. Received on April 3, 2011. Lewis Carroll and Douglas Adams - Word Ways - Find Articles. June 29, 2012. Archive from
the original on June 29, 2012. The Mystery of Lewis Carroll, Jenny Wolf and B Carroll, Lewis. Hunting for Snark. What Lewis Carroll taught us: Alice's creator knew all about role-playing. Seth Lealer, March 4, 2010 - Walker, Carter (2016-07-15). OVERVIEW: Music, not trouble, is the focus of this year's disco cookies' Camp Bisco at the Pavilion in Montage.
baltimoresun.com. received 2020-08-17. Does the Federal Reserve own or keep gold?. Federal Reserve Board of Governors. Received 2020-04-14. Watson Geopardi! Computer: Ken Jennings describes what it's like to play against a machine. Slate. Received on October 2, 2015. Douglas Adams (September 29, 2010). The final Hitchhiker's Guide to the
Galaxy (Kindle ed.). Del Ray. page 27. ISBN 978-0-307-49846-5. Https://finalfantasy.fandom.com/wiki/New_York_Barrier_City _The_Spirits_Within and Pacific Ring film Laws of Cricket. Archive from the original on August 29, 2017. Received on January 26, 2017. Okrent, Daniel. Great Luck: The Rockefeller Center Epic. Viking Penguin, 2003, page 147 -
Okrent, Daniel. Great Luck: The Rockefeller Center Epic. Viking Penguin, 2003, page 162 and Renfro, Kim (February 26, 2019). Why the number 42 was hidden in plain sight throughout Spider-Man: The Spider-Verse. Insider Inc. received November 29, 2019. Tower 42 - City of London. cityoflondon.gov.uk. received on October 23, 2018. 42: Neues KI-Start-
up von Jaja-Grunder Daniel Mattes. Futurezone. Received 2015-11-22. The external Wikiquote link has quotes related to: 42 (number) Look up to forty-two in Wiktionary, a free dictionary. MEDIA related to 42 (number) in the Commons Grime, James; Gerardo Adesso; Phil Moriarty. 42 and Douglas Adams. Room. Brady Haran. Archive from the original
2018-10-13. Received 2013-04-08. My last favorite number: 42, John C. Baez номер Сорок два в реальной жизни, извлеченный из 983811942Страница 2Наутальный номер ← 41 42 43 → ← 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 46 47 48 49 → Список чисел - Интеграторы ← 0 10 20 30 40 50 70 80 90 →Кардиналфорти-дваОрдинальный42-й (сорок
второй)Факторизация2 × 3 × 7Divisors1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 14, 21, 42Greek numeral'Roman numeraXLIIUnicode символ (ы) Binary1010102Ternary11203Октал528Duodecimal3612Hexadecimal2A16 42 (сорок два) является естественным числом, которое следует 41 и предшествует 43. Mathematics Forty-two (42) is a penetrating number and a bountiful
number; its main factoring 2 3 7 makes it the second sfonic number, as well as the second of the form (2 x 3 x p). Additional properties of number 42 include: This is the number of classes of isomorphism of all simple and oriented oriented graphs on 4 vertices. In other words, it is the number of all possible outcomes (in pre-isomorphism) of a tournament
consisting of 4 teams, where a game between any pair of teams leads to three possible outcomes: the first team wins, the second wins, or there is a draw. A good example is the group stage of the World Cup. This is the third primary pseudo-effect number. It's a Catalan number. Therefore, 42 is the number of unrewrthed sections of five elements, the number
of heptagon triangulations, the number of rooted orderly binary trees with six leaves, the number of ways in which five pairs of brackets can be organized, etc. This number of sections 10 is the number of ways to express 10 as a sum of positive integrators (note the other sense of section from above). 3-× 3 × 3 magic cube with summing up to 42 rows.
Considering 27 cubes of the same size, whose nominal values progress from 1 to 27, 3 × 3 × 3 magic cube can be built so that each row, column and corridor, and each diagonal passing through the center, consists of 3 numbers, the sum of which is 42. This is the third pentadegonal number. This is the average number and the open average. 42 is the only
known value, which is the number of sets of four different positive integrators a, b, c, d, each less than the value itself, so that ab q cd, ac q bd and ad - BC - are multiples of values. Whether there are other values remains an open question. 42 is the ideal number (super multi-multiperfect) because no2 (n) - σ (σ (n) - × × 6n. 5 × 65837): And the sum of its
numbers (4 x 9, 3, 7, 7 and 7, 5), and the sum of the numbers in its main factors (3 x 5 and 5) lead to 42. The size of borel subalgebra in the exclusive algebra of Lie e6 is 42. 42 is the largest number n so that there are positive integers p, q, r with 1 y 1/n 1/p 1/q 1/r 42 is the smallest number k so that for each Surface C, #Aut (C) ≤ k deg (KC) - k(2g - 2)
(Theorem of Theer of Theer of Hurwitz Automorphism) 42 - is the sum of the first 6 positive quiet numbers. 42 is the last natural number below 100, which can be expressed in the sum of three cubes without representation found: ( 8053873812075974 ) 3 80435758145817515 3 No. 12602123297333631 3 (-8053873812075974 {3} {3} {3}) 42 is the number of
Harshad in base 10, because the sum of numbers 4 and 2 is 6 (4 x 2 and 6), and 42 is divided into 6. Science 42 is the atomic number of molybdenum. 42 is the atomic mass of one of the natural stable calcium isotopes. The angle is rounded to whole degrees, for which there is a rainbow (critical angle). In 1966, mathematician Paul Cooper stated that the
fastest and most efficient way to travel across continents would be to have a straight hollow tube directly across the Earth connecting a set of antipodes, removing air from a tube and abyss. The first half of the path consists of accelerating free fall, while the second half consists of an exactly equal slowdown. The time for such a journey is 42 minutes. Even if
the tube does not pass through the exact center of the Earth, the travel time is powered entirely by gravity (known as a gravitational train) always running to be 42 minutes, as long as the tube remains friction-free, as while gravity will be reduced, the distance traveled decreases at an equal speed. (The same idea was proposed, without the calculation by
Lewis Carroll in 1893 in Sylvie and Bruno Commock. 11 ) Now we know that this is not the case, and it only takes about 38 minutes. According to babylonians, for 79 years Mars revolves around the Sun almost exactly 42 times. The hypothetical efficiency of mass-energy conversion, according to E'mc2, in the presence of this mass orbit of a rotating black
hole is 42%, which is the highest efficiency known for modern physics. Technology Magic numbers used by programmers: In TIFF (Tagged Image File Format), the second 16-bit word of each file is 42, an arbitrary but carefully selected number that even more identifies the file as a TIFF file. In the file system, reiser44 42 is the root catalogue inode number. In
the military data recorder standard IRIG 106 Chapter 10 hex464F5555555974776F (ASCII FORTYtwo) is used as a magic number to identify catalog blocks. The GNU C Library, a set of standard procedures available for use in computer programming, contains a function -memfrob()-which combines XOR of this variable and binary template 00101010 (42) as
an XOR cipher. The tile of the plane using regular hexagons, which is honeycomb in appearance, approaches in a topological sense with an accuracy of more than 1% using a stretcher bond brick pattern with bricks of 42 squares (6 by 7). The default password expiration policy for the Microsoft Windows domain is 42 days by default. Ascii 42 for an asterisk
symbol, being a wildcard for everything. The astronomical object M42, a magnitude 5.0 diffuse nebula in the constellation Orion, also known as the Orion Nebula. The new general catalog of the object NGC 42, a spiral galaxy in the constellation Pegasus. In January 2004, the asteroid 2001 DA42 was given the permanent name 25924 Douglasadams, for
author Douglas Adams, who popularized the number 42 and died in 2001. Brian G. Marsden, director of the Small Planet Center and secretary of the naming committee, remarked that, even with his initials in the pre-designation, it was kind of done for him, wasn't it?. Kepler-42, a red dwarf in the constellation Cygnus, is home to the three smallest exoplanets
found to date. 42 Isis, a large asteroid of the main belt with a diameter of about 100 km. Religion of western religions of Ancient Egypt: For most of the pharaohs of Egyptian history, the empire was divided into 42 noms. The ancient Egyptian religion and mythological structure often model this terrestrial structure. 42 parts of Osiris's body: In some traditions of



the myth of Osiris, Seth kills Osiris and distributes 42 body parts throughout Egypt. (In others, the number fourteen and sixteen). 42 books in the main library: Clement of Alexandria claims that the Egyptian Temple Library is divided into 42 absolutely necessary books that made up the main library. 36 contain the entire philosophy of the Egyptians, which are
remembered by priests. While the other 6, learned Pastophoroi (image-carriers). (36 is a sacred number in Egyptian thought associated with time, in particular, thirty-six stars of the dean and thirty-six, 10-day weeks in the Egyptian year 20. 42 books were not canonized as the Jewish Bible; they only supported and never replaced the temple ritual. Thus, the
destruction of Egyptian temples and the cessation of rituals put an end to Egyptian cultural continuity. 42 Negative Confessions: In Egyptian mythology, there are 42 questions posed to individuals who go through Death. Maat, a female personification considered to be both maternal and delivered force, is an ancient Egyptian embodiment of physical and
moral law, order and truth. In the courtroom scene described in the Egyptian and Book of the Pass (The Book of the Dead, which evolved from the texts of the coffin and pyramidal texts), there are 42 questions describing Maat's analysis. If the departed reasonably can give answers to 42 questions, they have the potential to be either reincarnated, or in case
of complete success, to achieve the ultimate goal of becoming a star in which, they can continue to give light, and fuel Universal growth. These 42 questions correspond to 42 negative confessions from funny texts such as Ani papyrus. There are 42 Exodus Stations that are places visited by Israelis after their exodus from Egypt registered in 33, with
variations also recorded in the books of Exodus and Deuteronomy. 42 is the number by which God creates the universe in the Kabbalistic tradition. In Kabbalah, the most significant name is the name En Sof (also known as Ein Sof, Infinite or Infinite), which is located above Sephiroth (sometimes spelled Sephiroth). The 42-letter name contains four combined
names, which are written in Hebrew letters (written letters and 42 letters), which is the name of Azilut (or Aticut Emanation). Although there is an obvious connection between the Forty two-letter name of the Babylonian Talmud and the Kabbalah Forty two-letter name, they are probably not identical due to Kabbalah's emphasis on numbers. Kabbalah also
contains a 45-letter name and a seventy-two-letter name. The number 42 appears in various contexts of Christianity. There are 42 generations (names) in Matthew's Gospel version of the genealogy of Jesus; prophecy that for 42 months the Beast will hold power over the Earth (Revelation 13:5); Forty-two people of Beth Azmavet were counted in the Israeli
census on their return from exile (Ezra 2:24); God sent bears to the mole of 42 teenagers who mocked Elisha for his baldness (2 kings 2:23), etc. in Judaism number (in the Babylonian Talmud, compiled 375 AD to 499 AD) Forty-two letter name is attributed to God. Rab (or Rabchs), a 3rd-century source in the Talmud, stated, Forty-two literal names are
entrusted only to him, who is pious, meek, middle-aged, free from bad temper, sober, and not insistent on his rights. Source: Talmud Kiddusin 71a, translation by Rabbi Dr. I. Epstein. Maimonides felt that the original Talmudic Forty-Two Letter Name may have consisted of several combined divine names, Maimonides Moreh. The apparently unpronounceable
tetragrammaton serves as the background of the Twelve-letter name and the forty-two-letter name of the Talmud. In Judaism, according to some traditions, the Torah scroll is written with no less than 42 lines on a column based on Israel's travels. Currently, 42 lines are the most common standard, but different traditions remain in use (see Sefer Toru). The
Gutenberg Bible is also known as the 42nd line of the Bible because the book contained 42 lines per page. Forty-two articles (1552), mostly by Thomas Cranmer, were intended to generalize Anglican doctrine, as it existed today during the reign of Edward VI. The sutra of forty-two sections is a Buddhist scripture. Popular Culture Hitchhiker's Galaxy Answer
to the final question of life, the universe, and all. Number 42, in Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy by Douglas Adams, Answer to the Final Question The universe and everything else, calculated by a huge supercomputer called Deep Thought for 7.5 million years. Unfortunately, no one knows what the question is. Thus, to calculate Ultimate Question, a special
computer the size of a small planet was built from organic components and named Earth. The final question What do you get when you multiply six by nine was found by Arthur Dent and Ford Prefect in the second book of the series, Restaurant at the End of the Universe. This appeared first in the radio game, and then in the novelization of Hitchhiker's Guide
to the Galaxy. The fact that Adams called episodes of the radio game fits, the same archaic name for the chapter or section used by Lewis Carroll in The Hunt for Snark, suggests that Adams was influenced by Carroll's fascination with and the frequent use of the number. The fourth book in the series, the novel So Long, and thanks for all the fish, contains 42
chapters. According to the novel Mostly harmless, 42 is the address of Stavromula Beta Street. In 1994, Adams created 42 Puzzles, a game based on number 42. Book 42: Douglas Adams's Amazing Response to Life, the Universe and Everything (2011) examines Adams' choice of number 42 and contains a collection of some examples of quantity in
science, popular culture and humor. The works of Lewis Carroll Lewis Carroll, who was a mathematician, repeatedly used this number in his writings. Examples of Carroll's Use 42: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland has 42 illustrations. Alice's attempts to multiply (chapter two Alice in Wonderland) work if you use base 18 to write the first answer, and increases
the base by three to 21, 24, etc. (answers running up to 4 × 12 and 19 in base 39), but breaks down just when one tries to answer at 4 × 13 in base 42, as a result of what a road to announce Alice! I'll never get to my 20s at this rate! Rule Forty-two in Alice's Adventures in Wonderland (All faces more than a mile high off the court). Rule 42 of the Code in the
foreword to The Hunt for Snark (No one should speak to the Man at the helm). In the fit first Hunt for Snark Baker was forty-two boxes, all carefully packaged, with his name painted clearly on each. The white queen declares her age one hundred, five months and a day that, if the best possible date is supposed to be for action through zamodre (for example,
the date is chosen in such a way that the postponement from February to March is excluded from what would otherwise be an inaccurate measurement of five months and a day) gives a total of 37,044 days. If the Red queen, as part of the same chess set, is regarded as the same age, their cumulative age is 74,088 days, or 42 × 42 × 42. Music 42 Dugg -
American rapper. Level 42 is an English pop band. 42 is one of the tracks on Coldplay's 2008 album Viva la Vida or Death and All His Channel 42 is an electronic song by deadmau5 featuring Wolfgang Gartner. He appears on the 2012 deadmau5 album Title goes here. 42 is a song from the band's 2018 album Delta by Mumford and Sons. 42 is a song
written and produced by hip-hop and produced by the 3Racha trio, which includes Bang Chan, Han Jisung and So Changbin from the popular k-pop band Stray Kids. The lyric in this song reads: Why do we live? What is the purpose? Is it 42? Stop talking nonsense, which directly refers to Hitchhiker's Hitchhiker's Galaxy definition 42. 42 is a song from the
2019 album Don't Panic from the progressive rock band Sis. The album is a partial concept album based on Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy. 42 is a song by The Disco Biscuits. The statutory gold price has been steady at $42 per fine troy ounce since 1973. Kumara's television and film number 42 is a British comedy television series. 42 - Episode of Doctor
Who, set in real time lasting about 42 minutes. On the Game Show Jeopardy!, the Watson supercomputer IBM has 42 strands in its avatar. 42 is a film about the life of American baseball player Jackie Robinson. Captain Harlock was sometimes seen wearing clothes with the number 42. In season 4 of Stargate Atlantis, Colonel Sheppard claims that Dr.
McKay's password ends at 42 because it is the final answer to the great question of life, the universe and everything else. In Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker, the Pasaana Ancestor Festival is held every 42 years. The film itself was released in 2019, 42 years after the original 1977 Star Wars film. In a whole series of rather meaningless coincidences, 2019
is the same year that 42 of them were found to be the last possible natural number below 100, expressed in a total of three cubes. In the TV show Lost, 42 is one of the numbers used throughout the show for some of its mysteries. In Final Fantasy: The Spirits Within, a 2001 computer sci-fi film, New York is Barrier City #42 in Pacific Rim, the American sci-fi
film of 2013, when Jaeger pilot Raleigh Beckett arrives at Hong Kong's Shatterdome, the hangar door number is 42. In the TV show X-Files, Fox Mulder's apartment number is 42. Video Game 42 Entertainment is the company responsible for several alternative reality games, including I Love Bees, Year zero, and Why So Seriously. Tokyo 42 is a video game
released in 2017. Squadron 42 is a video game installed in the Star Citizen Universe with an unspecified release date. Jackie Robinson's sport in his now-retired number 42 jersey jersey number Jackie Robinson, who is the only number retired of all Major League Baseball teams. Although the no.15 was retired in 1997, Mariano Rivera of the New York
Yankees, the last professional who wore the number 42, continued to wear it until he retired at the end of the 2013 season. Year. No player will ever wear The Number 42 in Major League Baseball, except Jackie Robinson Day (April 15), when all uniformed staff (players, managers, coaches and referees) wear the No. The number of laws of cricket. Rule 42
is the historical name of the Gaelic Athletic Association (now codified in Rule 5.1 and Rule 44), which in practice prohibits playing foreign sports (usually association football and rugby codes) in the GAA. Architecture Architects Rockefeller Center in New York worked daily in the Grabar building, where on the twenty-fifth floor, one huge editorial room
contained forty-two identical drawing boards, each the size of a six-seater dining table; another room was sheltered by twelve other people, and fourteen others stood near the offices of directors at the top of the circular iron staircase connecting 25 to 26 people. The Rockefeller Center, New York, has a total of forty-two elevators in five separate banks that
transport tenants and visitors to sixty-six floors. Comic Miles Morales was bitten by a spider at number 42, making him Spider-Man. Later this number was largely mentioned in the film Spider-Man: Spider-Verse. The use of 42 in the franchise links Jackie Robinson to the use of the number, although many fans mistakenly believed it was Hitchhiker's Guide to
the Galaxy Links. Other no.42 fields are the historic country of choice for the former country of Czechoslovakia. There are 42 U.S. gallons in barrel oil. 42 is the number of the French department of the Loire. This number is also reflected in the postcode of this area. Tower 42 is a skyscraper in the City of London, formerly known as NatWest Tower. 42nd
Street in New York city is the main and very popular two-year highway. Attractions on it include the Chrysler Building, grand central terminal, the main branch of the New York Public Library, and Times Square. United Nations headquarters are located on the east side of the street. New York Street is also the setting for the film of the same name (which also
gave fame to its eponymous title track), and which later inspired a musical adaptation, 42nd Street. 42 is the inspiration for the title 42 Center of Excellence for Artificial Intelligence, based in Vienna, Austria. 42 is the name of a private computer science school with campuses located in Paris, France, and Fremonte, California. 42 in Chinese reads Sa Er, which
is very close to she (是啊), and that means yes. It was once popular among young Chinese to send 42 in a short message, which means yes. Citation is necessary 42 is the sum of the numbers on a pair of bones. Translation of other languages Afrikaans twee-en-veertig Albanian dyzetedy Arabic نوعبرأ نانثإ و   (ʾithnān wa ʾarbaʿūn) Basque berrogeita bi
Bangla biyallis ৪২ িবয়াি শ Belarusian (sorak dva) Bosnian etrdeset Bulgarian четиридесет и две (četirideset i dve) Catalan quaranta-dos Chinese 四⼗⼆ (肆拾贰) (sìshí'èr) Chuvash хĕрĕх иккĕ (xĕrĕx ikkĕ, IIXXXX) Croatian četrdeset dva Czech čtyřicet dva Danish toogfyrre Dhivehi Saalhees Dheyh Dutch tweeënveertig Esperanto kvardek du Estonian
nelikümmend kaks Finnish neljäkymmentäkaksi Filipino apatnapu't dalawa French quarante-deux West Frisian twaenfjirtich Galician corenta e dous Georgian ორმოცდაორი (ormocdaori) German zweiundvierzig Greek σαράντα δύο (saránta dýo) Gujarati betalis Hebrew םייתשו םיעברא   (arbayim u-shtayim) Hindi बयालीस, ४२ (bayālīs) Hungarian negyvenkettő
Icelandic fjörutíu og tveir Indonesian empat puluh dua Irish daichead a dó Italian quarantadue Japanese 四⼗⼆ (よんじゅうに) (yonjūni) Kazakh қырық екі (qırıq eki) Korean 사십이 / 마흔둘 (sasibi/maheundul) Kannada ನಲವತು ಎರಡು (nalavatthu eradu) Latvian četrdesmit divi Livonian nēļakimdõ kakš Lithuanian keturiasdešimt du Lojban vore Luxembourgish
zweeavéierzeg Macedonian четириесет и два (četirieset i dva) Malayalam നാ ിര  Maltese tnejn u erbgħin Māori whā tekau ma rua Marathi bechalis Mongolian дөчин хоёр (döchin khoyor) Norwegian førtito Pashto تېول هود   Persian ود لهچ و   (chehel o du) Polish czterdzieści dwa Portuguese quarenta e dois Romanian patruzeci și doi Russian сорок
два (sorok dva) Serbian четрдесет два (četrdeset dva) Shona Makumi mana nemaviri Sinhala හත  ෙදක (hathalis deka) Slovene dvainštirideset Slovak štyridsaťdva Somali laba iyo afartan Spanish cuarenta y dos Swedish fyrtiotvå Tagalog apatnapu't dalawa Tamil நா ப ர  (narpatti errundu) Telugu నల ౖ ం  (nalabai rendu) Thai สี่สิบสอง Turkish
kırk iki Ukrainian сорок два (sorok dva) Urdu سیلایب  (bayālīs) Vietnamese bốn mươi hai Volapük foldegtel Welsh pedwar deg dau / dau-ar-ddeugain Yoruba mejilelogoji See also List of highways numbered 42 References ^ Sloane, N. J. A. (ed.). Последовательность A002378 (продолговатые (или промические, проникальные или гетерометрические)
числа). Он-лайн энциклопедия integer последовательностей. Фонд OEIS. Получено 2016-05-30. Слоун, Н.Дж.А. (прим. Последовательность A054377 (первичные псевдоперфектные числа). Он-лайн энциклопедия integer последовательностей. Фонд OEIS. Получено 2016-05-30. Слоун, Н.Дж.А. (прим. Последовательность A000108
(каталонские номера). Он-лайн энциклопедия integer последовательностей. Фонд OEIS. Получено 2016-05-30. Слоун, Н.Дж.А. (прим. Последовательность A051867 (15-го (или пентадекагональные) числа). Он-лайн энциклопедия integer последовательностей. Фонд OEIS. Получено 2016-05-30. По-разному совершенный. mathpages.com.
Слоун, Н.Дж.А. (прим. Последовательность A019283 (sigma_m (n) будет результатом применения функции sum-of-divisors m times to n; ... (m,k)-идеальный, если ...; последовательность дает (2,6)-идеальные числа.). Он-лайн энциклопедия integer последовательностей. Фонд OEIS. a b Хьюстон, Робин (6 сентября 2019 г.). 42 является
ответом на вопрос: Что такое (-80538738812075974)3 No 804357581458175153 ? Aperiodical. Cooper, Cooper, V. (1966). Through the Earth in forty minutes. American Journal of Physics. 34 (1): 68–69. Bibkod:1966AmJPh.. 34...68C. doi:10.1119/1.1972773. Everywhere in 42 minutes. It's time. February 11, 1966. Archive from the original on May 12,
2008. Received 2008-05-18. Jumping to 7,965 miles of deep pit. Archive from the original on June 2, 2008. Received 2008-05-18. Carroll, Lewis (December 29, 1893). Chapter 7. Sylvie and Bruno Concluded. 2. Illustrated by Harry Furniss. Great Britain: Macmillan and Co. Each railway is in a long tunnel, quite straight: so, of course, the middle of it is closer
to the center of the globe than the two ends: so that each train passes halfway down the slope, and it gives it enough strength to run the other half of the hill. Powell, Martin J. Ancient astronomy and the naked eye of planets. Eternal gadgets. MS. received on January 6, 2018. Cotter, Garrett (2012). Lecture on High Energy Astrophysics (PDF). Astrophysics
Faculty of Physics at the University of Oxford. Lee Middleton; Jayanti Sivaswami (2002). Framework for practical hexagonal image processing. Electronic Image Journal. 11 (104): 104. Bibkod:2002JEI.... 11..104M. doi:10.1117/1.1426078. The maximum age of passwords. Microsoft TechNet. Received on January 15, 2014. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the
Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location 195. ISBN 978-0299225544. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural
and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location 576. ISBN 978-0299225544. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural and intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location 1364. ISBN 978-
0299225544. Clement of Alexandria (1885). Book VI:IV. In Roberts, Alexander; James, sir; Cox, Arthur (Stromata, or Various (Kindle ed.). p. Kindle Location 11498. Asman, Jan .2008). ISBN 978-0299225544. Asman, Jan (2008). God and the Gods: Egypt, Israel and the Revolt of Monotheism (George L. Moss's series in modern European cultural and
intellectual history) (Kindle ed.). University of Wisconsin Press. p. Kindle Location 1418. ISBN 978-0299225544. Joel Primack; Nancy E. Abrams. In the beginning... The quantum cosmology and Kabbalah (PDF). Received 2008-03-14. Ganzfried, R. Solomon (1902). רפוסה תסק   (in Hebrew and English). Translated by Friendman, Jen. Bardeev: ףסוי סופד 

רעיילב . It is customary to have at least 48 lines representing Israel's travels, and some say at least 42, because of what God did in the Sinai Desert in Kadesh. In addition, we do not have more than 60 lines representing the 60 myriads of Israel that have received the Torah. Joseph Jacobs; Eisenstein, Judas; ., Executive Committee editorial; Blau, Ludwig
(1906). SCROLL OF THE LAW (Hebrew, Sefer Torah). Jewish Encyclopedia. Received on February 12, 2020. (At the moment, forty-two lined speakers are the usual style of the scroll, its length is about 24 inches.) CS1 maint: number names: list of authors (link) - Nia, Brian. Japanese American History: Link from A to I from 1868 to the present. File Facts,
Inc., 1993, page 352 - Mathematical Fiction: Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (1979). Received on November 30, 2016. See this website for possible explanations for this apparent error. Gill, Peter (February 3, 2011). 42: Douglas Adams' amazingly accurate answer to the life of the universe and all. Guardian. London. Received on April 3, 2011. Lewis Carroll
and Douglas Adams - Word Ways - Find Articles. June 29, 2012. Archive from the original on June 29, 2012. The Mystery of Lewis Carroll, Jenny Wolf and B Carroll, Lewis. Hunting for Snark. What Lewis Carroll taught us: Alice's creator knew all about role-playing. Seth Lealer, March 4, 2010 - Walker, Carter (2016-07-15). OVERVIEW: Music, not trouble, is
the focus of this year's disco cookies' Camp Bisco at the Pavilion in Montage. baltimoresun.com. received 2020-08-17. Does the Federal Reserve own or keep gold?. Federal Reserve Board of Governors. Received 2020-04-14. Watson Geopardi! Computer: Ken Jennings describes what it's like to play against a machine. Slate. Received on October 2, 2015.
Douglas Adams (September 29, 2010). The final Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (Kindle ed.). Del Ray. page 27. ISBN 978-0-307-49846-5. Https://finalfantasy.fandom.com/wiki/New_York_Barrier_City _The_Spirits_Within and Pacific Ring film Laws of Cricket. Archive from the original on August 29, 2017. Received on January 26, 2017. Okrent, Daniel.
Great Luck: The Rockefeller Center Epic. Viking Penguin, 2003, page 147 - Okrent, Daniel. Great Luck: The Rockefeller Center Epic. Viking Penguin, 2003, page 162 and Renfro, Kim (February 26, 2019). Why the number 42 was hidden in plain sight throughout Spider-Man: The Spider-Verse. Insider Inc. received November 29, 2019. Tower 42 - City of
London. cityoflondon.gov.uk. received on October 23, 2018. 42: Neues KI-Start-up von Jaja-Grunder Daniel Mattes. Futurezone. Received 2015-11-22. The external Wikiquote link has quotes related to: 42 (number) Look up to forty-two in Wiktionary, a free dictionary. MEDIA related to 42 (number) in the Commons Grime, James; Gerardo Adesso; Phil
Moriarty. 42 and Adams. Room. Brady Haran. Archive from the original 2018-10-13. Received 2013-04-08. My last favorite number: 42, John C. Baez Number Forty-two in real life derived from (number) oldid'983811942 the meaning of life hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy. what is the meaning of life hitchhiker's guide quote. hitchhiker's guide to the galaxy
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